Notes

indicative line of boundary to bridle path

All dimensions must be checked on site
& not scaled from this drawing

monopitch roof with sedum finish pitching away from this elevation
monopitch roof with SPM finish & PV panels pitching away from this elevation
roof lights to Small Hall
sun pipes to
Team Change

roof lights to Main Hall

roof light to Kitchen

potential PV panels

towards
Louie Memorial
Playing Fields
flat entrance canopy roof & support posts
flanking flat canopy & support posts
L

L

(lighting to canopy soffits)

(lighting to
canopy soffits)

bridle path
(blocked off)

enclosed
garden beyond

low hooped railings
approx 1200mm H
shared kitchen
storage units - indicating
stained timber over-cladding
& shallow monopitch roof

part of Scouts'
woodcraft area, beyond

roofed secure
TENT-DRYING
AREA - with
secure open
railings &
gates each end

SPORTS CHANGE

rear lobby
entrance

Changing
Places WC

SMALL

MAIN

HALL

'UNFOLDED' SOUTH ELEVATION - VIEW FROM MUGA SIDE

HALL

PROPOSED EXTERNAL MATERIALS

(retained MUGA fence not drawn, see plans for line & height)

- plinth in blue/grey engineering brick
- cladding in vertical timber or similar panelling

indicative line of boundary to bridle path

- composite windows & doors with external aluminium
with powder-coat paint finish
- roof finishes in sedum with local PV panels

towards
Louie Memorial
Playing Fields

roof verge
pitching
down

roof verge
pitching
down

high-level windows to Main Hall

roof verge
pitching
down

high-level window
to storage deck

(plant
vent)
flat entrance canopy roof

flat entrance canopy roof
(plant / storage deck within)

enclosed
garden beyond

L

L

L

L

(lighting to
canopy soffits)

low hooped railings
approx 1200mm H

secure
tents drying
enclosure

plant room louvre doors
Scouts'
entrance

MAIN

(stores within)

externalaccess WC

(WCs within)

small meetings / office

Main Entrance

SPORTS CHANGE WING

fence

bridle path
(blocked off)

storage units beyond

(parking in front,
see plans)

part of Scouts' woodcraft area & 'green corridor'

(proposed heat-recovery ventilation system to Sports Change)

HALL

FULL PLANNING APPLICATION
minor title change
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additional notes
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25.1.19
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15.1.19
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monopitch roof option

'UNFOLDED' NORTH ELEVATION - VIEW FROM CAR PARK SIDE

double-pitch roof option
- issue to PC 15.1.19
preliminary QS
issue 17.10.18

('green corridor' beyond)
Sports Change
beyond

sedum roof

entrance canopy
beyond

flanking
canopy
indicative line of
existing MUGA end fence
(nominal 3m high)

storage units
beyond
L

L

indicative line of
existing MUGA side fence
(nominal 2m high)

indicative line of 'outdoor room'
- informal paved open area with
access to playing fields

low hooped railings
to enclosed garden
approx 1200mm H

MAIN

HALL

NORTH EAST GABLE ELEVATION
- to enclosed garden

indicative line of boundary to Arnolds Way
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read with Plan 404(P11)

ARNOLDS
WAY
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(car park beyond)

perimeter planting

pavement
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